Atlas Weathering Services chooses
Kipp & Zonen UVS Radiometers
Kipp & Zonen is proud to announce the recent purchase of twenty-seven UVS broadband global UV-A and UV-A/B
radiometers by Atlas Weathering Services Group of the USA. Atlas is a global leader in the ﬁeld of material testing
and advanced weathering services, with test laboratories located in New River, Arizona (DSET Laboratory) and
South Florida (SFTS Miami and SFTS Everglades).
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Broadband UVS Radiometer
Intercomparison at Atlas’ test facility in Arizona

In the spring of 2005 Atlas made the decision to replace its
ageing ﬂeet of Total UV Radiometers and to host an inde-
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pendent inter-comparison amongst the leading broadband
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instruments available. Kipp & Zonen accepted the challenge
with conﬁdence and supplied a dual-band UVS-AB-T model
to Atlas/DSET New River, Arizona for the inter-comparison.

SUMMARY UVS RADIOMETERS

In addition to instrument performance, price, delivery time,
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weathering test facilities in Arizona and South Florida.
Kipp & Zonen’s UVS series was the winner and 27
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and eight UVS-AB-T models for the Arizona and South
Florida Test Facilities locations. These radiometers will be
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